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What is the Cam Valley Forum ?

A community group concerned with the welfare of the River Cam.
• Its flow & water quality
• Its heritage value and its environmental importance
• Its Natural History
• Its right use for both amenity & recreation.

We want to represent:-
• The people who live and work beside it: 
• People whose recreation is beside it: walkers , cyclists, anglers and 

birders. Etc..
• People who enjoy being in or on it:- boaters, rowers, sailors, 

canoeists, punters & swimmers.
• The River itself…………..as it has no voice, no vote &  no advocate.

We engage with:-
• Local Authorities, City Council, Cam Conservators. Etc..
• Farmers and Landowners. 
• Conservation Groups: Wildlife Trust, Cambridge PPF. CPRE, Etc..
• Anglian Water, Affinity Water and Cambridge Water. WRE.
• The Environment Agency, DEFRA and Natural England.



Some River Cam Related Groups 

Abington River Care Group   
Bin Brook Group 
Barrington Conservation Trust 
Cam Valley Forum 
Friends of the Cherry Hinton Brook
Friends of the River Shep
Friends of the River Granta
Wilbraham River Protection Society
Mel River Restoration Group 

Alban Academy Boat Club
Cam Conservators 
Cam Rowers 
Cam Sailing Club 
Cambridge Canoe Club 
College College Boat Clubs
Scudamores
Traditional Punting Company 

Federation of Cambridge Residents 
Associations 
Friends of Ditton Meadows
Friends of Queens’ Green
Friends of Midsummer Common 
Friends of Sheep’s Green 
Friends of Stourbridge Common   
Save Our Open Spaces 

Cambridge Past Present and Future
CPRE
The Wildlife Trust
The Countryside Restoration Trust
The Hobson’s Conduit Trust 

Newnham Riverbank Club

Cambridge Trout Club



Our Cam Valley Forum’s  greatest concerns

Over-abstraction from the Cambridge chalk aquifer hugely reduces flow.

Low flows means that river pollution is made worse.

Augmentation of the river with water pumped from the aquifer helps the 
river ,

but it cannot be a long term solution to low flows.
More groundwater is needed now by the rivers

&

In a polluted and degraded river there are real threats to biodiversity and 
the life of the river is greatly endangered.



Water shortage, Low river flows, Pollution & Loss of wetlands 
The Siren Voices

I965  Cambridge Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement 
of Science:     Cambridge Chalk is a finite source of water,

1970s  Hobson’s Conduit fails and Nine Wells dries up. 

1987 Gro Bruntland “Our Common Future” World Commission on 
Environment and Development.  The first call for ‘Sustainable Development’ 

1990s British Geological Survey, The Institute of Hydrology,  UK.
Failure of the Cam is ‘inevitable’.   

2000  EC Water Framework Directive. 
Our legal obligation to improve watercourses established. 

2016 Environment Agency showed that nearly a quarter of all the 
rivers in England are still at risk from too much water being abstracted, 
leaving too little for wildlife: parts of the Upper Cam are “poor”.



Why all is not well 
with the River Cam.

In Spring 2019 the River Cam had 
its lowest recorded flow since 
records first began in 1949

In May,  the Wilbraham River 
Protection Society on their annual 
spring river walk found their stream 
dry.

In May, members of the CVF 
Committee and the Hobson’s 
Conduit Trust also raised the alarm.



Dr Steve Boreham

Rob Mungovan

Ruth Hawksley



August and Sept 2019.
The River Granta at Stapleford : had zero flow. 



Our Three Main 
Rivers

The Cam
The Granta
The Rhee

The  other Cam
tributaries
The Bourn Brook
The Bin Brook
Hobson’s Brook
The Lodes
The Wilbraham R.
The Shep
The Mel
The Hoffer Brook

The Cam 
Valley

Catchment





Environment Agency Catchment Management Strategy     2016



80 % of Europe’s Chalks Streams
are in the UK.

Winter rain falls on the Chalk soils.


At full field capacity, water in the  

soil percolates into the aquifer.



Aquifer groundwater  
reservoir storage of base-rich 

water in the Chalk



➔ Spring water   
➔

Emergence above a basal 
impermeable stratum

The Uniqueness of Chalk Streams 



The Flora and Fauna of Chalk Streams 



The majority of summer rainfall 
is lost in evapotranspiration.

Commonly only the winter 
rainfall, which percolates deep 
into the soil, contributes 
anything to our chalk streams

The Granta, Cam and Rhee flows 
are therefore winter rainfall 
dependent.  

Are we short of winter rainfall?

Are we increasingly short all round?

Is this ‘climate change’ in our 
rainfall patterns?

Rainfall 



Cambridge is one of the driest 
places in Britain.

Stretham (on the road to Ely)  is 
one of the driest places locally.

Our mean Cambridge rainfall is 
only 560 mm

Relative to our water demand 
we are in a ‘water stressed 
region’ comparable to Spain or 
Morocco.

Rainfall
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Cambridge City:      Winter Rainfall (Oct to March) for  the winters ending, as dated

…….. Mean 260 mm

Cambridge Winter Rainfall                         is this the problem?        



Winter rainfall is the source of most ground water:  (for winters Oct to March, ending in year shown)

The 60 year mean is essentially unchanged but the variance is great:  (SD is +/- 16 % of mean rainfall)
Over 40 years there is possibly a downward trend in winter rainfall (is this climate change ?)  
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No.         Winter rainfall is just highly variable



Cambridge’s Annual Rainfall (red) and Winter rainfall (blue)

58  years  of  data  from  the  University Botanic Garden      1962 to 2019 
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Rainfall deficit is really not the cause of  Cambridge Chalk’s ground water shortage

Today





The Environment Agency’s 
Zonation of  Groundwater Protection
for the Cambridge Water Company’s
Licensed Abstractions   2019

Most of our tributaries are 
Chalk Streams, but the chalk 
(buff on map) is largely the 
source abstracted for our 

water supplies. 

The main bore holes, 
n = > 38, are ringed on 
the map by nitrate 
protection zones



The Cambridge Water Company’s supply area.
370,000 people are supplied domestically at a 

mean rate of 144 litres per person per day.

Cambridge Water presently refuses to consider 
water re-cycling. Anglian Water manages our 

sewerage and re-cycles waste water to the Cam. 

Both these maps are to the 
same scale 

The Cambridge Water Company Borehole 
Abstraction Sources are exclusively from 
the Chalk,  South East of Cambridge.



Cambridge’s drinking water sources

Hobson’s conduit was built from Nine Wells in 1610. 
This was the main source of Cambridge drinking water for over 250 years.

Cherry Hinton Pumping Station: 1855 (the Cambridge Water Company) 
main source of Cambridge drinking water for 45 years

Fulbourn Village Pumping Station :. 1891
Sourced all Cambridge water for 30 years.
One of the earliest  chlorinated supplies in the UK.

The Fleam Dyke Pumping Station 
(right): built 1921.

The first of the now many 
Cambridge Water Company’s deep 
chalk wells. 

As the first deep pump borehole it 
supplied half the (old) County of 
Cambs and Isle of Ely with water 
until 1950.



Droughts and Augmentation.

1890 The Fulbourn ‘Poors Fen’ begins to dry up and Fulbourn Fen loses water: Fen 
drainage or chalk abstraction?  

In the mid 1970s drought the Cambridge Water Company (unusually) had no 
restrictions, but Nine Wells dried up for the first time in recorded history and 
possibly for the first time since the last Ice Age. Wetland SSSIs now threatened. 

1991 saw a ‘three year drought’. 
The Ground Water Support 
scheme was initiated.  

“This river support scheme is now 
under construction. It has been
possible to manage the water 
resources of the area in ways to 
benefit all concerned. The provision 
of increased water for public supply
will not be at the expense of low 
flows in rivers, streams and
wetland conservation areas.”



Augmentation may save our rivers 
in a drought - but relying upon this 
scheme is to deny the reality of our 
present  over-abstraction.

The Groundwater Support Scheme

14 pumped 
borehole 
sources

28 ‘spring’ 
outfalls to
chalk 
streams





EA data 2015

‘Augmentation’ is 20% of 
total abstraction.

Your water bill calls it 
‘environmental support’

In March 2015 the EA 
ceased all ‘environmental 
support’ for three 
months due to ……“the 
expiry of EA owned 
abstraction licences” 
The WFD was cited as a 
cause of the delay in the 
re-licensing.

Lode Mill could not run 
for want of water in 2015.



The Water Pollution Status of the River Cam  
(last full survey by Environment Agency was 2016)

Poorer river flows mean that 
potential pollutants go 
undiluted,  hence pollution 
becomes potentially worse. 



• The EA data on this is quite superb but is little known by the public. The 
Environment Agency has been cut back relentlessly.

• With reduced river flows insufficiently treated sewage and septic tank leakage 
is not diluted.  The Cam, from Saffron Walden, south of Byron’s pool has poor 
water quality largely for this reason.

• There are still small sewage works not removing phosphate sufficiently.

• Milton Sewage Works (Anglian Water) is now greatly improved and can fully 
process 1276 dm3 sewage per second. But it is not perfect. It still pollutes and 
breeches the set limits and Anglian is rarely fined.

• Cam river flows at Baits Bite may be >40% treated sewage at low flow times.  
In early May 2020 the Cam flowed backwards from Milton towards the City.

• Biodiversity: Cambridge has already lost 23 species of water plants out of 66 
species once recorded here. This is largely attributed to historic water 
pollution.  It is possibly slightly improving on historic lows. 

Pollution



River flows in Cam, Granta & Rhee.
CVF has summed the collected EA data from the last 3 decades of recorded flows, for these three 

tributaries, joining above Byron’s Pool; they amount to  about 10% of the total catchment rainfall.

EA map 2015



An EA  flow measuring weir ;

often these are now remotely 
monitored and data is live 
and commonly on-line.

How much does river flow vary ?

We have access to good flow data for the 
three main contributory Chalk streams of the 
Cam Valley: the Cam, the Granta and the 
Rhee.
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Flow Rates of the River Cam at Dernford: 1980-2018, 
over the last 38 years   (EA data) .    

Flow is very variable, year on year, and seems to be reducing.



Groundwater
Depth 
(metres)

Therfield Heath

River Flow 
of the Cam 

at Dernford

…………………Mean
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Upper Cam Flow in the last 6 years
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River		Cam	Flow:	mean	annual	cubic	metres	/sec	

Annual river flow correlates quite well with the previous winter rainfall. More than 200 
mm of rain, in winter, is essential for any significant annual river flow at all.  

Where is the lost ground water? 

1980-2018, a 38 year record of rainfall and annual River Cam flow

…………….mean rainfall    



Groundwater support was introduced in 1990. Did it really help? 



Data from 

Joe Stallard:

Dept of Engineering C.U.



Decreasing SOIL MOISTURE is possibly part of the answer to our problem

Potential Soil Moisture Deficit (PSMD) Graph and calculations from R.Evans.  EA Data

Groundwater will not recharge at all if there are just slightly drier winters
than the mean rainfall  (40% of them) 



Is it climate change ?  This is 58 years of variance in PSMD  (Data from Bob Evans. ARU)         



A Sankey Diagram of the Cam’s Flow.  
Units are megametres cubed   (Mm3)

Base river flow is equal to total abstraction
Copyright J Stallard



From the Upper Cam, Rhee and 
Granta catchment Affinity Water 
and Cambridge Water Company 
currently abstract 54 megalitres
per day (mean). They are 
licensed (unbelievably) to take 
up to 90 megalitres per day. *

The licences have been 
unchanged for over 20 Years  

Can this be sustained in 
drier years with increasing 
demand ?

*  How big is a megalitre? 

EA Data



The Cam catchment’s groundwater Chalk, upstream of Cambridge, is supplying 22 
Olympic Swimming pools of water daily to the two local water companies - Affinity Water 
(37%) and Cambridge Water (South Staffs) (63%).   This is largely for our drinking water.

Both Companies are licensed to take as much as 36 Olympic Swimming pools daily from 
the Cam. This is > I cubic metre /second of river flow. 

Cambridge Water Company is licensed to abstract (82 megalitres) 33 Olympic Swimming 
pools daily from its full catchment. Currently they are well within these set limits. 

2.5 megalitres



Some Inconvenient Truths

This is already a water stressed region: Chalk streams are dying across south east England.

The rainfall is unpredictably variable, year on year.

There will be greater droughts than (2018 -2019) in the years ahead.

The summers may well be hotter  (  > 38.7 C again ?)  

In hotter weather more water is used by green plants and people (5-8% in hot summers).

The autumns are now greener for longer, therefore winter recharge time is possibly lessened.

There is not enough water for the environment already

There a very big projected human population increase for the Cambridge region

There is a greater need for better rural environments for all people NOW, and if we are to 
‘double nature’ it cannot be done without water.









A commercial survey for water companies 2019

How much do people 
really care about 
water shortages?

The majority of people say that they are 
not concerned about water shortages, 
but most think that they, the customer, 
have the responsibility to save water. 

Scarcity does not seem to drive frugality

Metering is effective in reducing demand, 
but the 78% of people who don’t have a 
meter don’t want one. 

Our questions to the water companies

• Should we not have compulsory metering ?
• Should we have progressive water pricing ?
• Should OfWAT be concerned with Environmental welfare as well as 

water pricing to consumers? 







Our Cambridge ground water plummeted in just 18 months 



Bartlow Barns, River Granta, 3 km upstream from Linton 



The River Granta at Stapleford : 6th Sept 2019     



At the end of the 2019
‘drought’ in November we 
were still dry.

Three consecutive wet 
winters are now needed 
for full recharge. 

EA data:  5th November 2019





The Bad River

Impossible to gain easy access to it.
Crowded with boats and people 
Scenically ugly
Lacking in heritage value
Pathetic flow 
Murky and silt laden water 
Polluted with organic matter
High in phosphates and nitrates
Lacking any decent flora except surface duckweed and 
pennywort
Seemingly lifeless
Worn and beaten down banks, no bank vole habitat
Conflicting recreational activities going on so that users 
often annoy each other



The Good River

Physically and easily accessible for free
Easily accessible to boat, swim or walk by
Spacious for ‘free spirits’
Gracious for ‘well-being’
Historically interesting
Abundant year-round flow of water 
Clear and clean water
Low in soil nutrients
Rich in diverse water plants
Rich with fish and insects
Enlivened with birds and mammals
Spatially zoned for different people’s 
favoured recreations
Safe from hazards



Jilly Hall (Natural England) : Thinking out the relationships between different sorts of Capital. 



Questions ?
& 

Discussion of your solutions to the 
problem 





Geology governs much 
of a river’s chemical 
nature, physical flow 

and biological 
character.

Britain has 85% of all 
the Chalk streams in 

Europe and these have 
an international and 

EU conservation status

The Cam, Granta
and Rhee are all 

Chalk streams, so 
too are the 

Wilbraham River

The Cherry Hinton 
Brook and all the 

Lodes


